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Aquick survey of the pop music landscape:
Kanye West, in the midst of rolling out an
album that frequently changed titles and

engaging in a Twitter feud with a rapper named
Wiz, claimed he was 

$53 million in debt but could still “buy furs
and houses for my family.” A scandal known as
“DoughnutGate” ensnarled Ariana Grande; her
apology began “I am EXTREMELY proud to be an
American.” Fans of Justin Bieber continue to go
by the name “Beliebers.”

In such a state, where reality seems to be
engaged in an arms race of absurdity, the bar for
parody is higher than a Mariah Carey vocal exer-
cise. “Popstar: Never Stop Never Stopping,” the
Lonely Island’s mockumentary styled after self-
aggrandizing docs like Bieber’s “Never Say
Never,” doesn’t often reach the kind of pitch that
will shatter glass. It comes closest when its
“Behind the Music” format dissolves and, before
you know it, there’s (the film’s producer) Judd
Apatow’s penis (definitely not in a box) smeared
against a limousine window or Will Arnett’s recur-
ring, cackling, beverage-wielding impression of
TMZ’s Harvey Levin.

Cruel move
Yet on display in “Popstar” - which actually

boasts only a handful of Bieber jabs - is the full
panoply of pop music’s glorious, ego-warped
idiocy, from the demented bubble of an
entourage to pseudo poses of humility by the
famous. It’s done with the familiar skewering wit

(and respectable knack for a tune) of Lonely
Island trio Andy Samberg, Akiva Schaffer and
Jorma Taccone, the makers of the beloved
“Saturday Night Live” Digital Shorts. In “Popstar,”
which the trio wrote and Schaffer and Taccone
directed, they play a boy-band kind of Beastie
Boys, the Style Boyz, whose ‘90s success launch-
es the solo career of Conner Friel (Samberg),
AKA Conner4Real. He has jettisoned lyricist
Lawrence (Schaffer), who now disgruntledly
lives on a Colorado farm, and relegated beats
specialist Owen (Taccone) to the DJ booth. In a
particularly cruel move, he outfits Owen in a
Daft Punk-like helmet.

After the success of his solo debut, “Thriller,
Also,” Conner’s head has swelled to Kanye-sized
proportions. His stage show features Adam
Levine holograms (“So expensive!” he brags), his
tour expenditures include a “scarf caddy” and
two “umbrella wranglers” and his follow-up
album has been made with 100 producers. His
manager (Tim Meadows) and publicist (Sarah
Silverman) attempt to shield him from the disas-
ter of his second album, which scores a -4.0 from
Pitchfork. Silverman’s publicist nevertheless
wants Connor to be everywhere “like oxygen or
clinical depression.”

You can imagine where this goes: Conner’s
empire collapses and he’s left to rebuild the bond
between him and his old, jilted friends. (The
Lonely Island trio have in real life have stayed loy-
al since first meeting in junior high.) “Popstar” is a
worthy heir to “This is Spinal Tap.” Some of its

mockumentary gags are laced with a distinctly
Christopher Guest-ian irony: Conner announcing
a surprise album release a week in advance; the
confused collision of three documentary camera
crews when their stars meet; Bill Hader as a roadie
who gets off by “flatlining,” or stopping his heart.

Pop music
The easy knock on movies from comedy

troupes is that they would have been better as
just a sketch. But at worst, this is a few dozen
Digital Shorts strung together, complete with
the same number of cameos. (Questlove, Nas,
Pink and others make appearances, though
Ringo Starr upstages them all.) Lost in the
parade, possibly, is any central character to build
comedy around besides Conner. But there’s
room for the kind of surreal spirals Samberg and

company specialize in.  Their first film together,
“Hot Rod,” had hints of it, but they didn’t origi-
nate that script and it showed. Here, it comes
through in willfully ridiculous sideways veers,
like one scene that miraculously combines
wolves and Seal, the R&B singer, or later, when a
crestfallen Conner takes an interest in dressage.
For Lonely Island, the world of pop music, in all
its majestic farce, is a playground of wonders,
from Wu-Tang Clan to Michael Bolton. “Popstar”
is like shooting Macklemores in a barrel.
“Popstar: Never Stop Never Stopping,” a
Universal Pictures release, is rated R by the
Motion Picture Association of America for “some
graphic nudity, language throughout, sexual
content and drug use.” Running time: 86 min-
utes. Three stars out of four. — AP

Records: Doctor’s call prompted

search for Sinead O’Connor

Asearch last month in suburban Chicago for Sinead
O’Connor was launched after a doctor concerned
about her welfare contacted authorities, according to

police documents obtained Wednesday. The May 15 call
prompted a search of hotels by 10 police departments,
according to the documents from the Wilmette Police
Department that The Associated Press obtained through a
Freedom of Information Act request. The name of the doctor
who called police is blacked out, but the report says the doc-
tor was calling about a patient.

The search for the Irish singer-songwriter began within an
hour of the doctor’s call, the documents show. O’Connor was
found later that day at an unidentified hotel. The police
report doesn’t indicate her condition at the time. A rambling
message posted that evening on O’Connor’s official
Facebook page referred to emotional trauma she had been
through over the years. O’Connor scored an international hit
in 1990 with her rendition of Prince’s ballad “Nothing
Compares 2 U.” But her blunt-spoken manner often drew crit-
icism, notably in 1992 after she ripped up a picture of Pope
John Paul II on “Saturday Night Live.” O’Connor said she was
diagnosed with bipolar disorder more than a decade ago and
has spoken publicly of her mental health problems. —AP

This image released by Universal Pictures shows Andy Samberg in a scene from “Popstar:
Never Stop Never Stopping. — AP 

This file photo of Irish singer Sinead O’Connor per-
forms during the Italian State RAI TV program
“Che Tempo che Fa”, in Milan, Italy. — AP

Begin Again” director John Carney has apologized for
slamming actress Keira Knightley in a recent inter-
view in which he negatively compared her to “a

supermodel.” Carney is the Irish filmmaker of the Oscar-
winning “Once.” He posted a statement Wednesday on
Twitter from “a director who feels like a complete idiot.” He
calls his comments on Knightley “mean and hurtful.” He
says in trying to pick holes in his work he “ended up blam-
ing someone else.” He says that’s “shoddy behavior.”

Carney said in an interview about his recent “Sing
Street” posted Saturday by the Independent he was
relieved to make a movie without “Keira Knightleys” and
said she wasn’t believable as a singer-songwriter in their
2013 film.

A representative for Knightley hasn’t commented on
Carney’s apology. — AP

This file photo shows Keira Knightley and direc-
tor John Carney at the premiere of “Begin Again”
at the Tribeca Film Festival in New York. — AP

Grammy-winning singer John Legend will
perform the national anthem for Game 1
of the NBA Finals between the Golden

State Warriors and the Cleveland Cavaliers. The
NBA says Legend will kick off the finals that will
air live  on ABC from the Oracle Arena in
Oakland, California.

The 37-year-old singer-songwriter is also an
accomplished film and TV producer, philanthro-
pist and activist. He recently won an Oscar and
a Golden Globe for his song “Glory,” that he
wrote and performed with Common for the film
“Selma.” — APFile photo shows John Legend performs during the South by

Southwest Music Festival in Austin, Texas. — AP


